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Abstract

Are all epistemic notions–including evidence and rational credence—sensitive to

practical considerations? A number of philosophers have argued that the answer must

be ‘No’, since otherwise rational agents would be susceptible to diachronic dutch books

(Greco 2013; Rubin 2015; Schroeder 2018). After unpacking this challenge, I show how

it can be resisted by appealing to an analogy between shifting stakes and memory loss.

The upshot: pervasive epistemic shiftiness may be tenable after all.

1 Preview

According to ‘shifty epistemology,’ the truth-values of knowledge ascriptions vary with

practical factors. For example, subject sensitive invariantists hold that whether you know

p depends on the practical consequences of relying on p. Contextualists advance similar

theses, couched as claims about the extension of the word ‘knows’ rather than knowledge

itself.
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This paper investigates an under-explored challenge for shifty epistemology. The chal-

lenge is this: the main motivations for getting shifty about knowledge carry over to other

epistemic notions, such as evidence and rational credence. But it has been argued that a shifty

treatment of evidence and rational credence has disastrous implications for decision theory

(Greco 2013; Rubin 2015; Schroeder 2018). In particular, a clever bookie can construct a

series of bets with increasing stakes, thereby manipulating the bettor’s evidence in a way

that ensures they come out poorer. Since dutch bookability is widely thought to be a sign of

irrationality, this seems to be a reductio of any epistemology that posits pervasive shiftiness.

While a number of philosophers have developed versions of this challenge, shifty epis-

temologists have said little by way of response. This paper rises to their defense. Appealing

to cases of memory loss, I argue that diachronic dutch bookability does not always entail

irrationality. It only does so when the agent’s evidence remains the same across the sequence
of bets. This gives shifty epistemologists a compelling response to the dutch book challenge.

1

I borrow the ‘shifty epistemology’ label from Fantl and McGrath (2012). For the sake of expository con-

venience, I will focus on subject sensitive invariantism. However, everything I say can be readily adapted to

apply to contextualist theories. All that is needed is to resort to semantic ascent, reformulating �rst-order

epistemological claims as claims about the extension of our epistemic terms in a context.
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By their lights, changes in stakes induce changes in evidence. So while evidential shiftiness

leads to a form of dutch bookability, it’s a perfectly rational form.

2 From Shifty Knowledge to Shifty Evidence

Here’s a common way of arguing for a shifty view of knowledge. Start with the idea that

knowledge is abundant: we know lots of things about the external world. Combine this with

the assumption that knowledge provides a secure basis for action: someone who knows p
can rationally act as if p is true. Finally, observe that whether it is rational to act on the ba-

sis of some proposition depends on the stakes of the decision. From these premises, subject

sensitive invariantists draw the conclusion that knowledge depends on stakes. In ordinary

circumstances, knowledge is abundant. But once the stakes go up, it becomes scarce (Stan-

ley 2005; Fantl and McGrath 2002, 2009; Ross and Schroeder 2014). Contextualists such as

DeRose (1992) often argue along similar lines, though for them what shifts is the extension

of the word, ‘knows’.

While this argument is formulated in terms of knowledge, it can be extended to other

epistemic notions, such as evidence and rational credence. To see how it would work in

the case of evidence, start with the idea that evidence—like knowledge—is abundant: lots

of propositions about the external world can form part of your evidence. To make things

concrete, suppose you’ve just arrived at the o�ce; you see your colleague Constance walk

in the door ahead of you. Plausibly, you thereby acquire the proposition Constance is in the
o�ce (‘office’, for short) as part of your evidence.

Next, combine this with the idea that evidence—like knowledge—provides a secure ba-

sis for action. This idea is implicit in decision theory: decision theory says to maximize

expected utility, and—on at least one natural interpretation—expected utilities are calcu-

lated using evidential probabilities. From this it follows that if p is part of your evidence,

then it is rational to take p for granted in practical reasoning—i.e., to perform whatever

actions maximize expected utility conditional on p.

Finally, observe that whether it is rational to take p for granted depends on the stakes.

For example, suppose that having just seen Constance enter the o�ce, a bookie materializes

in front of you and o�ers a bet on whether office is true. If the bet is low-stakes, it seems

rational to accept. But if the bookie asks you to bet your life on this proposition, the rational

course is to decline.

A shifty view of evidence o�ers to reconcile these observations. According to subject

sensitive invariantism about evidence, which propositions are part of your evidence is itself

a function of the stakes. When the bookie presents a low-stakes bet on office, your evidence

still includes office, hence it would be rational to accept. But once the stakes are raised,

you lose this proposition as evidence, hence you shouldn’t bet your life on it. Here too, this

view can be given a contextualist twist. On this contextualist variant, shifts in stakes induce

shifts in which propositions the phrase, ‘my evidence’ picks out in your context.

So advocates of shifty knowledge face pressure to go in for evidential shiftiness. No
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surprise, then, that many shifty epistemologists have gone this route.
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But it’s a route that

leads directly to the dutch book challenge. . .

3 The Dutch Book Challenge

There are a few ways of constructing a dutch book against an agent whose evidence shifts

with stakes. Here’s one:

Stakes Manipulation As before, you have just seen your colleague Con-

stance enter the o�ce. You think that, conditional on Constance being in the

o�ce, there’s a 50% chance she parked on Main Street, but there’s no chance

she parked on Main Street if she’s not in the o�ce. As before, a bookie appears

before you. This time, they start by o�ering you the following bet: you win $1

if Constance parked on Main Street, and you lose $1 otherwise. Since office is

still part of your evidence, you regard this bet as fair, so you take it. Next, the

bookie o�ers you an evidence-destroying bet: a penny if office is true, your

life otherwise. Given a shifty view of evidence, you now lose office as evi-

dence; consequently, you decline the bet. But now your �rst bet—concerning

Constance’s parking—starts to look unwise. After all, your new evidential state

leaves open the possibility that Constance is not in the o�ce. Noticing your re-

morse, the bookie o�ers to cancel your earlier bet, for a penny surcharge. You

gratefully accept.
3

Our bookie has constructed a series of o�ers, each of which you regard as fair, but which—if

accepted—are guaranteed to make you poorer.

This seems like an uncomfortable result. It’s often maintained that dutch bookability is

a hallmark of irrationality. So if the shifty view of evidence—when combined with standard

decision theory—says that you are behaving rationally in Stakes Manipulation, it would

seem that this view of evidence must be wrong.
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Stanley is particularly explicit about this, maintaining that ‘all epistemic notions are interest-relative’

(2005: 182). Shifty views of evidence are also advocated—in somewhat di�erent forms, on somewhat di�er-

ent grounds—in Greco (2017), Weatherson (2018), and Beddor (2020). This argument also extends naturally to

motivate shifty views of rational credence, given the assumption that rational agents assign credence 1 to their

evidence. For examples of this sort of view, see Clarke (2013) and Gao (2019). Of course, not all shifty episte-

mologists countenance evidential and credal shiftiness; see Fantl and McGrath (2009) and Schroeder (2018) for

exceptions.

3

This example is based on Greco (2013: §4.2). For alternative ways of developing a dutch book that exploits

epistemic shiftiness, see Reed (2012); Rubin (2015); Schroeder (2018). I should note that some philosophers have

questioned the use of high stakes betting scenarios in the pragmatic encroachment debate (e.g., de Prado Salas

2019; Fassio 2020). For example, some have suggested that we may have prudential reasons to avoid betting our

lives on anything; there may also be reason to worry about the trustworthiness of a bookie who would o�er

such a bet. For the purposes of this paper, I will set aside such worries.
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4 Resisting the Challenge

But closer examination shows that this conclusion is too hasty. Consider an analogous case:

Memory Manipulation As before, you’ve just seen Constance walk into

the o�ce. As before, our bookie starts by o�ering you a low-stakes bet, at

even odds, that Constance parked on Main Street. You regard the bet as fair, so

you take it. Immediately thereafter, the bookie gives you a sip of water. Bad

news: the water was taken from the river Lethe, which induces forgetfulness.

This causes you to forget whether you saw Constance enter the o�ce. Post-

potation, your earlier bet looks a lot riskier. Noticing your remorse, the bookie

o�ers to cancel your earlier bet—again for a penny. You gratefully accept.

Once again, you’ve been dutch booked. But you acted rationally at every step.

Cases likeMemoryManipulation carry an important lesson. Contrary to what is often

claimed, is not necessarily irrational to accept a diachronic dutch book.
4

But this does not

mean that there is no connection between diachronic dutch bookability and irrationality.

The following restricted connection remains extremely plausible:

Restricted Dutch Book Principle It is irrational for S to accept a diachronic dutch book

provided S’s evidence remains constant across the bets.

This allows that in Memory Manipulation, your behavior is rational. When you imbibe

the Lethean libation, you lose evidence that you possessed when taking the �rst bet.

But if we say this about Memory Manipulation, we can say the same thing about

Stakes Manipulation. When the bookie raises the stakes on the second bet, you lose

evidence that you possessed when taking the �rst bet. In both cases, your exploitability—

while unfortunate—does not make you irrational.
5

5 Reviving the Challenge?

Some readers might have the lingering sense that there is something especially troubling

about the sort of exploitability exempli�ed by Stakes Manipulation. But is there any nor-

matively relevant di�erence between StakesManipulation and MemoryManipulation?

Let’s consider some candidates for what the di�erence might be.
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Cf. Christensen (1991) for a similar conclusion, arrived at via independent considerations.

5

Contextualists can avail themselves of a version of the Restricted Dutch Book Principle, provided that they

recast it as a claim about the extension of the phrase ‘S’s evidence’, rather than evidence itself. Here’s one way

this might go. Let c(b) be the context S is in, when S is considering whether to accept bet b. And let b1 . . . bn
be a series of a bets. Contextualists can propose:

Contextualized Restricted Dutch Book Principle If both (i) accepting b1 . . . bn is guaranteed to result in

a net loss, (ii) the extension of the phrase, ‘S’s evidence’ remains constant across c(b1) . . . c(bn), then it

would be irrational for S to accept all of b1 . . . bn.
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First, some might emphasize that the sort of exploitability in Stakes Manipulation is

foreseeable. Perhaps this is what is really worrisome about the shifty view of evidence: it

entails that you can know in advance that if the stakes are raised between bets, you will be

led to accept o�ers that are guaranteed to result in a loss. But a moment’s re�ection reveals

that this reply is inadequate, since the same could be said about Memory Manipulation.

After all, you can know in advance that if you forget relevant information between bets,

you will be condemned to accept a similarly impoverishing sequence of o�ers.

Second, some might maintain that dutch bookability is often just a symptom of a more

basic rational failing. This idea is suggested by both Greco (2013: 100) and Rubin (2015:

27). They observe that if evidence shifts with stakes, agents will revise their evidential

probabilities—and hence their credences—by procedures other than conditionalization, ren-

dering them susceptible to dutch books. Perhaps it’s the failure to conditionalize—rather

than the dutch bookability per se—which makes these agents irrational. However, this re-

ply is also inadequate, for much the same reason: in Memory Manipulation, you also

revise your evidential probabilities by a procedure other than conditionalization—namely,

forgetting. But this does not make you irrational.
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Finally, our objector might point out that in Stakes Manipulation, there is some sense

in which you retain the information that Constance is in the o�ce, even after receiving the

evidence-destroying bet. After all, you certainly appear to remember seeing her walk in. If

asked, you would be willing to say things like, ‘Well, I’m fairly con�dent that I saw Con-

stance walk in; I just wouldn’t bet my life on it.’ By contrast, in Memory Manipulation,

you do not in any sense retain the relevant information.

However, this di�erence is inessential. Consider a variant of Memory Manipulation
where your Lethean beverage does not completely erase your memory of Constance walk-

ing into the o�ce; rather, it diminishes your con�dence in this memory. In this ‘memory-

fading’ variant, there’s some sense in which you retain the information that Connie is in

the o�ce, even after imbibing. But since you are not certain of office, it is still rational for

you to cancel your earlier bet (since the probability that she parked on Main Street, con-

ditional on your current evidence, is less than .5). As before, you’ve been dutch booked,

but your behavior was rationally impeccable. Once again we’ve failed to �nd any essential,

normatively relevant di�erence between the two cases.

The upshot: it proves di�cult to pinpoint anything especially concerning about the sort

of exploitability that arises from shifty evidence. This should be welcome news for shifty

epistemologists.
7
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Various philosophers have pointed out that forgotten evidence poses a problem for conditionalization. And

some of these philosophers have proposed variants of classical conditionalization designed to overcome this

shortcoming (e.g., Skyrms 1983; Titelbaum 2014; Meacham 2016). For our purposes, we need not take a stand

on which updating rule is correct. Whatever updating rule handles forgotten evidence should also extend to

other forms of evidence loss, including evidence lost via raised stakes.
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Thanks to the editors of Analysis and two referees for very helpful comments.
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